TICONTRACT NEW FEATURE HANDBOOK

Hide Rows for
Suppliers
Specify and optimize your RFQs over several
rounds by hiding rows for defined suppliers
while remaining compliant
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Benefits and
Use Cases
The feature hide rows for suppliers provides the possibility
for shippers to hide rows, matrices and service packages in a
Ticontract RFQ individually per supplier or for a group of suppliers.
This gives you as a shipper the possibility to define which rows
each supplier sees and which hidden rows should not be visible on
supplier side.

Benefits:
•

Customize your tenders: Specify which suppliers see which
information when you create new rounds of RFQs

•

Improve the quality of submitted offers due to preselection
and prioritization

•

Improve compliance and company data security: Your
suppliers will only see the information that you approve

•

Speed up the RFQ bidding process: Providing a better
overview of your tenders help service providers submit faster
bids

Use Cases:
•

Set regional restrictions: Regional carriers in, for example,
South America should only see and be able to bid on South
America lanes.

•

Customize information for your incumbent suppliers:
Incumbent suppliers will only see their own lanes instead of all
rows.

•

Restrict further rounds for your tenders: If after analyzing
the offers from round 1, a supplier should only offer on certain
lanes or certain packages in round 2, you are able to hide all
the rows that the supplier should no longer bid on.

•

Internal management: Rows, service packages and/or
matrices can be hidden from suppliers when the information
is not relevant for them but is still needed by shippers for
analysis or internal usage.
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How it
works
Prerequisites: Activation
If you are interested in improving your compliance and further
optimizing your RFQs by using the new feature hide rows for
suppliers, please first get in contact with your Ticontract Shipper
Consulting Team contact as the feature needs to be activated for
your account. After that you will be able to use the new feature
immediately.
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8 Steps to
Get Started
Step 1: Select the option hide rows for suppliers in RFQs
When you create a new RFQ, the option to hide

for one RFQ but not for another. This way you

rows for suppliers will be visible on the right

can avoid having an additional step in the RFQ

part of the pop-up window in the same place

creation process.

where the option sealed RFQ is shown. You can
also use hide rows for suppliers for existing

When the option hide rows for suppliers is

RFQs or on a future round by selecting the

selected for an RFQ, you will get an additional

option within basic settings in the RFQ.

step in the RFQ creation process called hide
rows. In this step you can define which rows

The option to hide rows can be selected

should be hidden and for which suppliers.

individually per RFQ. You are able to select it

3

2

1
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Step 2: Create matrices and invite suppliers
In order to hide rows, the matrices must first

section 4, suppliers. Section 3 and section 4 are

be created in section 3, matrices and rules,

prerequisites for section 5, hide rows.

and the suppliers must be added to the RFQ via

Step 3: Group suppliers
You can group suppliers in section 5, hide rows.

and then click apply. All selected

This allows you define which suppliers you want

suppliers will be moved to the right

to hide rows for based on groups instead of

box and the entered group name will

defining them individually for each supplier. The

be displayed in the column group.

process is as follows:
Create an individual group:
•

Select the button group suppliers. In the

•

pop-up window you will see all invited

supplier, you can automatically create a

suppliers in the left box labeled invited

group for each supplier.

suppliers and all grouped suppliers in

•

If different rows need to be hidden per

•

Select one or more suppliers by

the right box labeled grouped suppliers

ticking the check boxes and then

(initially this box is empty).

select create an individual group.

Two options are now available in the left

The system automatically creates a

box:

group for each supplier using the name
of the supplier as the group name.

Add to group:
•

•

Suppliers for which the same rows

•

To remove suppliers from a group again,

should be hidden can be grouped

select the relevant suppliers in the right

together.

box and click on the button remove from

Select one or more suppliers by

group. The suppliers will then be moved

ticking the check boxes and then

back to the left box

select add to group. In the following
pop-up, enter a name for the group

•

To finish this step, click on the close button
and you will return to step 5, hide rows.
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Important information:
•

Only suppliers that you want to hide rows for need to be grouped. Suppliers that are
allowed to see all rows can stay in the left box. You don’t have to move all suppliers to the
right box.

•

Suppliers can only be added to one group.

•

You can add a supplier to an existing group by entering the exact same group name when
selecting add to group. The supplier will then automatically inherit the restrictions of the
group if restrictions have been defined for the group already.

•

If you remove a supplier from a group, the restrictions for this supplier are immediately
removed as well.

Step 4: Export of Excel file with grouped suppliers
After grouping the suppliers, you can now define

•

which rows to hide for your groups. This can be
done by using the export and import option.

matrices for the suppliers.
•

First we need to export the relevant file that
contains the information about the grouped

Matrix level: Allows you to hide complete
Service package level: Allows you to hide
complete service packages for the suppliers.

•

Row level: Allows you to hide individual

suppliers you defined in step 2. Start the export

rows for the suppliers. This way you can

by selecting one or more matrices and clicking

define in detail which rows are visible for

on the export button. In the following pop-up

the suppliers and which are not.

window, you can choose which level you want

Depending on the level selected in the pop-up,

to define the restrictions on:

an Excel export will be generated.
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Step 5: Define restrictions in the Excel file
In the exported file, you will find the information

•

If anything is entered in a cell, then the

regarding matrix, service package and row

corresponding row, service package or

(depending on the level selected) in the first

matrix will be hidden for the suppliers in

columns and in the following columns you will

the respective group. It does not matter

find all groups that you defined in the previous

what you enter in the cell, but we suggest

step: group suppliers.

entering an x.

For each group you can now define if a row,
service package or matrix should be hidden or

Side note: A description text above the table in

not, depending on the selected level:

the export repeats the instructions within the
sheet.

•

An empty cell means the row, service
package or matrix is visible for the supplier.
In the initial export, all cells are empty,
which means nothing is hidden.
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Step 6: Import of the Excel file with grouped suppliers
After defining the hidden rows in the Excel file,

should be imported, either via drag-and-drop or

you can import this file again. To do so, click

by selecting the option add file.

on the button import and select the file that
Import window:

Please be aware that existing restrictions

a new import is done. A pop-up message will

regarding hidden rows will be replaced when

inform you about this.

Note: a new import will overwrite
existing restrictions
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Step 7: View restrictions in the system
After completing the import, the restrictions

either matrix, service package or row will be

regarding the hidden rows are defined in the

shown here.

system. These restrictions are noted in the

•

modification you can see which user

following ways:
•

Icon

: For each matrix, the icon

will

be shown if there are hidden rows defined

•

Last modification: In the column last
imported the restrictions and when.

•

Show restrictions: By selecting the button

for this matrix. This means that at least one

show restrictions a pop-up will open, and

row was hidden for at least one supplier in

you will get an overview of how many rows

the respective matrix.

have been hidden for each supplier in each

Level: In the column level you can see on

matrix. This view can also be exported.

which level the restrictions were defined, so

Additional information
It is possible to see which restrictions have been
defined without going into the edit mode of the
RFQ, which is especially useful in running RFQs.
To do so, go to the tab suppliers + results and
you click the button show restrictions next
to the button invite/disinvite suppliers. This
show restrictions button will open the same
pop-up window as in section 5 of the RFQ creation process itself.
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Step 8: Delete restrictions
If you need to delete existing restrictions, there

2.

Delete per supplier: Go to the section

are three ways to do it:

group suppliers and delete one or more

1.

Delete per matrix: Select one or more

suppliers from the grouped supplier’s box

matrices by ticking the check boxes and

by clicking remove from group. As soon as

then click the button delete. A pop-up

a supplier is removed, the restrictions for

will open in which you need to confirm

the removed supplier no longer apply.

that the restrictions should be deleted.

3.

Delete via import: If an export is done and

After that the restrictions will be deleted

imported again as an empty file, then all

for the selected matrix or matrices.

existing hidden rows will be visible again.

Please note: This button does not mean
that the matrices themselves are deleted.

1

2
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Rules and
Dependencies
There are several dependencies that apply to this feature:
•

No message will be sent out if you only change something in
section 5, hide rows. This is because changing the hidden rows
may only affect certain suppliers. So it is still necessary to
inform the suppliers for which restrictions were changed
as this will be visible for them. Therefore, we strongly
recommend you send out an individual message to the
suppliers for which something was changed.

•

At least one visible row per supplier: Suppliers must have
at least one visible row in the RFQ. If you have hidden all rows
for a supplier, then an error message will appear informing you
that you either have to make rows visible for the supplier or
should disinvite the supplier entirely from the RFQ.

•

Export existing restrictions: If you have already imported
restrictions and then do an export again, it is important to
know that the imported restrictions can only be exported
on the same level again. This means, for example, that if you
import restrictions on a matrix level and then do an export on
a row level, the exported file will be empty. But if you do the
export on matrix level, then the existing restrictions will be
included in the export, and the file will already contain an X
for all hidden rows.

•

Rounds: Definitions regarding hidden rows are transferred to
a new round.

•

Copying an RFQ: When copying an RFQ, you are able to
decide if the RFQ should be copied with or without suppliers.
Additionally, you can decide if you want to copy the hidden
row definitions when copying with suppliers.
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